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Abstract

In commission of OVAM, VITO performed an eco-efficiency analysis based on a life cycle assessment for 4
types of drinking cups used on events. The objective was to gain insight in the environmental impacts and
costs related to the respective cup systems in order to outline a well-founded environmental policy with
regard to this subject. Since the results of this comparative study are publicly available, a critical review is
performed simultaneously with the study.
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1 INTRODUCTION

OVAM, the Public Waste Agency for the Flemish Region,
wished to gain insight in the environmental and
economical aspects related to the use of specific types of
cups on events. The main reason for this was the
introduction and use of the one-way cup in polylactide
(PLA), a renewable material, at events in Belgium. OVAM
was especially interested in the comparison between the
reusable cups in polycarbonate (PC) on the one hand and
the one-way cups that are mostly used on events in
Belgium on the other hand.

In commission of OVAM, VITO, the Flemish Institute for
Technological Research, conducted a life cycle
assessment (LCA) to assess and compare the
environmental aspects related to the use of different cups
on events. In addition the economical aspects were
inventoried and related to the environmental aspects in an
eco-efficiency analysis. This paper describes the LCA, the
calculation of the environmental and cost indicator and the
eco-efficiency analysis.

2 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

2.1 Goal and scope definition

The LCA-study is performed in accordance with the
ISO14040-standards [1-4]. Since the results of this study
are available for the stakeholders and the general public,
a critical review by a third party was needed. This critical
review is performed by TNO and a review panel. All
parties (VITO, TNO as reviewer, OVAM as commissioner
and stakeholders) preferred to have the review
simultaneously performed with the study itself which
enabled a discussion and if necessary adjustments during
the study.

The functional unit was defined as: “the recipients needed
for serving 100 liter beer or soft drinks on a small-scale
indoor (2000-5000 visitors) and a large-scale outdoor
event (>30 000 visitors)”. This definition includes the
production of the cups, the consumption phase (on the
event) and the processing of the waste (end-of-life
treatment). In the remainder of this paper, small-scale
events automatically imply indoor and large-scale events
automatically imply outdoor events.

Four alternative types of cups for use on events are
examined:

• re-usable cup in polycarbonate (PC);

• one-way cup in polypropylene (PP);

• one-way cup in polyethylene (PE) coated cardboard;

• one-way cup in polylactide (PLA).

For all cup systems the most representative type of cup
on the Flemish market is taken into consideration. With
regard to the drinking volume this means the 25cl-drinking
volume cup (which relates in most cases to the 33cl total
volume). All data reflect the specific actual situation in
Flanders in the period 2000-2005.

The LCA is extended with an eco-efficiency analysis
which includes the calculation of an environmental and
cost indicator. In order to study the same system for the
environmental aspects and the economical aspects no
streamlining is applied for the LCA. All life cycle stages,
from the extraction of raw materials to the final waste
treatment, are taken into consideration.

2.2 Inventory analysis

If available, specific data supplied by the different
stakeholders and relevant for Flanders (and Belgium)
were used. Otherwise (more general) data from literature
were taken. For aspects where no specific nor literature
data were found an assumption was made, based on well-
founded arguments.

All data reflect the specific actual situation in Flanders.
Data on representative cups, on average number of trips,
etc. are specifically directed at the Flemish (Belgian)
situation.

The data are not case-specific, but reflect the results
within 2 ranges of visitors numbers that relate to either a
small-scale (2000-5000 visitors) or a large-scale event
(more than 30000 visitors).

The difference between one-way cups and reusable cups
is important. In relation to the functional unit (100 l beer or
soft drinks) 400 one-way cups with a drinking volume of
25 cl are needed. With regard to the reusable cups, this
relation is less well-defined. In this study it is considered
that 160 reusable cups are needed for serving 100 l beer
on an event. This relates to the given that one reusable
cup is used on average 2.5 times at one event.

One other important element in the data inventory was the
definition of the trip rate (the number of times (on
average) one cup can be used over its entire life) for small
indoor respectively large outdoor events. We defined the
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trip rate from the perspective of the cup and its use over a
number of events, not on one specific event. Taking into
account all factors that influence the trip rate, we defined
in a basic scenario the following trip rate:

• Small-scale indoor events: 45 trips per cup;

• Large-scale outdoor events: 20 trips per cup.

In a sensitivity analysis a best-case trip rate (100 for small
and 40 for large events) and a worst-case trip rate (14 for
small and 7 for large events) were considered.

In the study a basic scenario is defined but for the most
uncertain and the most relevant parameters a sensitivity
analysis is performed additionally.

Figure 1 shows the overall life cycle of the cups that is
taken into account.
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Figure 1: Life cycle tree for the use of cups on events.

2.3 Impact assessment and interpretation

In this study the Eco-indicator 99 (Hierarchist version,
H/A) method [5] is used for the impact assessment. The
damage categories considered in the study during impact
assessment are presented in Table 1.

Environmental Damage Categories Unit

Carcinogenics DALY

Respiratory effects caused by organics DALY

Respiratory effects caused by
inorganics

DALY

Climate change DALY

Ozone layer DALY

Ecotoxic emissions PAF*m²yr

Acidification/Eutrophication PDF*m²yr

Extraction of minerals MJ surplus

Extraction of fossil fuels MJ surplus

Table 1: Environmental damage categories.

Individual environmental profiles

For the environmental profile of the individual cup
systems, the total life cycle of the cups is divided in
different life cycle stages. Based on the individual profiles
we could conclude that the most important environmental
contribution when using reusable PC-cups at small indoor
events is caused by the production of the PC-cups, the
transport of these cups from the distributor to the event
and the return transport from the event back to the
distributor. For one-way cups (PP, PE-coated cardboard
and PLA) used at small indoor events the production of
the cups dominates the environmental profiles. Next in
rank is the transportation of the one-way cups from the
producer to the distributor.

For large outdoor events, the individual environmental
profiles of the one-way cups are very similar to the
environmental profiles for small indoor events. The
environmental profile of the reusable PC-cup used at
large outdoor events, on the other hand, differs from the
one for small indoor events. For large outdoor events the
production of the PC-cups, the transport of these cups
from the producer to the distributor and the cleaning of the
cups after the event are the most important life cycle
stages in the environmental profile of the PC-cups at large
outdoor events.

Comparison of the 4 types of cups

The primary goal of the study was the comparison of the
environmental (and economical) aspects between the
different types of cups. Therefore the environmental
profiles of the 4 types of cups are compared for the
different environmental damage categories considered.

The comparison is presented in a diagram in which the
cup type with the highest contribution to a particular
environmental effect is indicated with a 100% bar. Within
this figure the other types of cup (with a lower
environmental contribution to a particular effect) are
expressed in percentage of the type of cup with the
highest contribution.

As defined in the functional unit, we made a distinction
between the use of the cups on small and large events.
Figure 2 shows the comparative environmental profile for
the use of cups on small-scale indoor events, Figure 3
shows the comparison for large-scale outdoor events.
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Comparison between 4 types of cups on small events (basic scenario)
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Figure 2: Comparative environmental profile for small-
scale indoor events.

Comparison between 4 types of cups on large events (basic scenario)
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Figure 3: Comparative environmental profile for large-
scale outdoor events.

For both type of events, it can be concluded that none of
the cup systems has the highest or the lowest
environmental score for all environmental damage
categories considered in the study. Based on these
comparisons it is not possible to make a straightforward
conclusion for the selection of the most favorable cup
system with regard to the environment.

If we compare individual cup systems between small
indoor and large outdoor events, the reusable PC-cup
differs the most between both types of events. At small
indoor events the PC-cup has never the highest score
while for large outdoor events the PC-cup has the highest
score for ozone layer depletion and approaches the
highest score for climate change. So the environmental
burden increases significantly for PC-cups moving to
larger scale events. This can be explained by e.g. the
lower trip rate and the machine cleaning instead of
manual cleaning of the cups after the event. For the other
type of cup systems the difference going from a small to a
large scale event is negligible.

Sensitivity analyses

Some sensitivity analyses were performed to determine
the influence of a change in the inventory data on the
results of the impact assessment.

A first sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the
influence of the number of trips (for both small indoor and
large outdoor events), the amount of water and soap used
for the cleaning during the event and the cleaning of the
cups (by machine instead of manual) after the small
indoor event. The analysis confirms that the trip rate is a
very determining factor for the results of the study. For
both small indoor and large outdoor events the trip rate
has a clear effect on the ranking of the different cup types

per impact category. Another important conclusion is the
fact that the use of double as much water compared to the
basic scenario AND soap does not have a significant
influence on the individual environmental profile of the
PC-cups nor on the comparison with the other cup types.

Other sensitivity analyses were performed to determine
the influence of the EOL treatment of the one-way cups.
The comparison of the environmental profiles shows that
another EOL scenario for the life cycles of the cardboard
and PP-cups can influence the results of the total
comparison. On the contrary for the PLA-cups the EOL-
scenario has a negligible effect on the individual
environmental profile and thus also on the comparison
between the 4 types of cups.

The PLA-cup system is a relatively new development
compared to the other cup systems. The estimated future
scenario for the PLA-cups also has a significant influence
on the environmental profile of the PLA-cup. Depending
on the environmental impact category the impact of the
PLA-cup’s life cycle decreases with 10-60%. One
important factor for this decrease is the lower cup weight,
which is a short term option. The reduction of the weight
of the PLA-cup with 15% causes a proportional decrease
of the environmental contribution of the PLA-cup’s life
cycle.

3 ECO-EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

3.1 Environmental indicator

The LCA-results were the basis for the calculation of the
environmental indicator. According to ISO 14040 it must
be stressed that the calculation of 1 single environmental
indicator within a comparative LCA study disclosed to the
public is not allowed. However, this part of the study was
part of an eco-efficiency analysis. There do not exist ISO
standards for eco-efficiency studies, but VITO performed
this eco-efficiency study in the line of reasoning of
ISO14040.

Various methods are in use to calculate the contribution to
the different environmental damage categories further into
one environmental indicator. All these methods need
some kind of weighting principle to give weight to different
environmental aspects in order to calculate 1 single
environmental indicator. These methods are not fully
scientific and objective, but need some subjective
choices. The Eco-indicator 99 method [5] is used in this
study.

The following steps were performed to calculate the
environmental damage categories further into one
environmental indicator:

• normalization: calculating the magnitude of category
indicator results relative to reference information

• grouping: sorting and possibly ranking of the impact
categories;

• weighting (valuation): converting and possibly
aggregating indicator results across impact categories
using numerical values based on value-choices.

The results of the weighting according to the Eco-indicator
99 method, using the Hierarchical version, are presented
for the 4 types of cup systems that are used at small
indoor events respectively large outdoor events in the
figures below.
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Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 4: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on
small-scale indoor events.

The eco-indicator values for the use of one-way cups (PP,
PE-coated and PLA-cups) on small events are very much
comparable to each other. Since the difference between
the eco-indicators of the one-way cups is less than 20%
we consider it as not being significant. On the other hand
the eco-indicator value for the reusable PC-cups, used on
small events is significantly (50%) lower.

Eco-Indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 5: Eco-indicator values for the use of cups on
large-scale outdoor events.

The eco-indicator values for the use of cups on large
events are comparable for the 4 cup systems that have
been studied. In the basic scenario no significant ups or
downs appear in the eco-indicator values for the 4 cup
systems used on large events.

3.2 Cost indicator

For the calculation of the cost indicator, the viewpoint of
society as a whole was adopted. Mostly this matches the
viewpoint of the event organizer; some elements were
added however. For instance, if the waste is collected by
the local authority at its own costs, these costs have been
taken up in the cost analysis as well, because the waste
collection phase lies entirely within the system
boundaries. For the cost analysis, the question of adding
up all cost data within the system boundaries is a lot
easier than aggregating the environmental impacts. Costs
are already expressed in the same units, namely euros.
Therefore, no weighting was needed.

The figures below summarize the absolute values of cost
indicators for the use of cups on small indoor events
respectively large outdoor events.

Cost indicator values for the use of cups on SMALL events
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Figure 6: Cost indicator values for the use of cups on
small-scale indoor events.

For use on small indoor events, the PP-cup system has
the lowest cost indicator. The differences with the other
one-way cup systems and the reusable PC-cup system
are significant. The cost indicator of the PC-cup system is
significantly higher than the 3 other cup systems studied.

Cost indicator values for the use of cups on LARGE events
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Figure 7: Cost indicator values for the use of cups on
large-scale outdoor events.

Using PP-cups on large events costs significantly less
than using the other one-way cups and less than the
reusable PC-cups. Although the cost indicator of the PC-
cup system used at large events is significantly higher
than the other 3 cup types, the absolute value is a factor 2
lower than the cost indicator that has been calculated for
small events.

3.3 Portfolio analysis

Eco-efficiency has been variously defined and analytically
implemented by several workers. In most cases, eco-
efficiency is taken to mean the ecological optimization of
overall systems while not disregarding economic factors
[6]. Eco-efficiency expresses the ratio of economic
creation to ecological destruction. However, the
improvement of purely ecological factors, for example
better utilization of resources through more efficient
processes, is also frequently referred to as increased eco-
efficiency.

In this eco-efficiency study, the environmental indicator
was combined with the cost indicator in a portfolio
analysis, per cup system studied. In an EE portfolio
presentation both a single environmental score and an
economic (cost) score are presented in a two-dimensional
graph. The way how to present is definitely not
standardized. Several ways of scaling the axes in EE
portfolio’s are possible. One should realize that these are
just ways of presenting the data in a graph with the aim to
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give an overview. In fact different methods are possible,
they all have in common that only relative scores are
calculated and shown in the graph without dimensions on
the axes. Evidently the underlying scores nor their
accuracy change by using these graphs. We preferred to
focus on the differences and therefore applied scaling
making use of both the average and the standard
deviation of the values of all alternatives. The center point
of the graph gets the coordinates (0;0) and represents the
average of the options and the difference between an
individual score is expressed in the number of standard
deviations. It is important to note that the size of the balls
does not reflect a specific uncertainty. The uncertainty
margins, for the eco-indicator as well as for the cost
indicator, are graphically shown as the X and Y error bars
in dotted lines. We considered for the absolute cost
indicator an uncertainty margin of +/-10% (because of
price differences among the suppliers). We took into
account an uncertainty margin of +/-20% for the absolute
environmental indicators, because of the uncertainty
range of the inventory data in combination with the
uncertainty range of the weighting methodology. These
uncertainty margins are needed to show the significance
of differences in cost and environmental indicator. For the
portfolio these uncertainty margins on absolute values
were scaled.

In this EE portfolio the option that simultaneously scores
the lowest cost and the lowest environmental score is
considered to be the most eco-efficient. On the contrary
the option that simultaneously is most expensive and
causes the highest environmental impact is considered to
be the least eco-efficient. As a help for interpretation a
compass needle is added in the legend that indicates that
whenever an option is located more in down left position
compared to another option it is considered more eco-
efficient. Of course one should check whether this
difference is significant.

VITO has chosen to derive conclusions about eco-
efficiency from the EE portfolio considering both
dimensions (environmental and economic) individually
and in its combination and considering options to be most
eco-efficient when both dimensions are better and
considering options to be least eco-efficient when both
dimensions are worse. When the best environmental
option simultaneously is the most expensive option this
will not lead to conclusions about whether the option is
more, less or equally eco-efficient, but it does lead directly
to environmental policy recommendations to consider the
promotion of this option. This is only recommended when
there is a significant difference between the options.

Figure 8 shows the portfolio analysis for the use of cups
(according to the basic scenario) on small indoor events.
The portfolio analysis shows that the PP-, PLA- and PE-
coated cardboard cup systems have approximately the
same environmental impact (horizontal axis) but a
different cost indicator value. The PP-cup system has the
lowest costs related from the viewpoint of the organizers.
The cost difference with the PLA- and the cardboard cup
system are significant. The environmental indicator value
of the reusable PC-cup systems is significantly lower, the
cost indicator value of the reusable PC-cup system on the
contrary is significantly higher than the 3 other cup
systems.

Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on
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Figure 8: Portfolio analysis for the use of cups on small-
scale indoor events.

The reusable PC-cup system clearly has the lowest
environmental impact of the 4 cup types, but the costs
related to this system are much higher and therefore do
not initiate organizers to use this type of cups. Therefore,
from an environmental policy point of view, it can be
considered to promote the use of reusable PC-cups on
small events. One possibility would be to lower the costs
for the organizers by giving subsidies for the use of
reusable PC-cups, so that the costs approach the costs
related to the use of PP-cups. Of course it is up to the
policy makers to assess whether this policy option is
worth the effort and compare them to other policy options
with their environmental benefits and economic costs.

Figure 9 presents the portfolio diagram for the use of cups
(according to the basic scenario) on large outdoor events.
Taking account of the uncertainty areas the 4 cup
systems do not differ significantly with regard to the
environmental indicator values but the costs related to the
4 cup systems show significant differences. Using PP-
cups on a large event costs significantly less than using
cardboard cups and this difference becomes even higher
if we compare the costs of the PP-cup system with the
reusable PC-cup system. The costs of the PC-cup system
are significantly higher than the other 3 cup types.

Due to the insignificant environmental difference between
all options there is no reason for a promoting or
discouraging policy.
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Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on
LARGE events
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Figure 9: Portfolio analysis for the use of cups on large-
scale outdoor events.

4 GENERAL POLICY CONCLUSIONS

From this comparative LCA study according to ISO, none
of the four considered cup systems has overall superior or
inferior performance neither on small nor large events.
This means that there are no scientific arguments for a
policy of encouraging or discouraging one of the four cup
systems. A policy development would need subjective
values in it’s decision process.

The eco-efficiency assessment (with it’s subjective
choices and limitations, that the commissioner of the
study realizes and supports in the context of this study)
has shown that in the base case for small events the PC
cup system shows a significant more favorable
environmental score than the other three cup systems on
the market. As the costs of the re-usable PC cup system
are higher, a policy of promoting the system can be
considered based on the more favorable environmental
score. Policy makers should agree on the subjective value
choices made while weighting different impact or damage
categories.

The PLA material and the scale of it’s application is still
changing rapidly. In the near future (within 1 or 2 years)
the environmental score for the PLA cup system might
improve significantly (see figure 10 below for small indoor
events). If this becomes reality the policy of promoting the
use of re-usable PC-cups should be reconsidered, taking
into account the improvements that the PC-cup system
alternatively might achieve by that time.

Eco-efficiency for the use of cups on
SMALL events
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Figure 10: Portfolio analysis for the use of cups on small-
scale indoor events with the sensitivity analysis – future

scenario for PLA-cups.
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